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Suggested reading


“How to cover COVID-19 patients sensitively.” by Fiona Lowenstein, Columbia Journalism Review

“No one knows why these Covid-19 patients’ symptoms keep relapsing.” by Fiona Lowenstein, Vox

“My coronavirus survivor group is my most important medical support right now.” by Fiona Lowenstein, Vox

“Why are doctors not listening to Covid-19 patients like me?” By Fiona Lowenstein, The Guardian

“Some COVID-19 Patients Say They're Losing Friends as They Recover.” by Fiona Lowenstein, Teen Vogue

“A dilemma for ‘long-haulers’: Many can’t prove they ever had Covid-19.” by David Tuller, STAT

“Chronic fatigue syndrome may hold keys to understanding post-Covid syndrome,” by David Tuller and Steven Lubet, STAT

“Why Do Some Recover From COVID-19 Quickly, While Others Seem Likely To Face Long-Term Disability?” By Mady Hornig and David Tuller, Health Affairs

“From ‘brain fog’ to heart damage, COVID-19’s lingering problems alarm scientists,” by Jennifer Couzin-Frankel, Science

“Long after the fire of a Covid-19 infection, mental and neurological effects can still smolder.” by Elizabeth Cooney, STAT

“COVID-19 Can Last for Several Months.” by Ed Yong, The Atlantic

“Long-Haulers Are Redefining COVID-19,” by Ed Yong, The Atlantic
“What It's Like When COVID-19 Lasts For Months,” by Patti Neighmond, Catherine Whelan and Taylor Haney, NPR

“I'm a COVID-19 long-hauler and an epidemiologist – here’s how it feels when symptoms last for months,” by Margot Gage Witvliet, The Conversation

“A long road home: Hugo Sosa survived the ICU. But for coronavirus patients like him, that’s just the start of recovery,” by Lenny Bernstein, The Washington Post


Body Politic COVID-19 Support Group